
If a cyber risk is exploited, it can cost your organisation not only its  
revenue stream, but also its reputation. 

Therefore, it’s necessary to ensure that your organisation has proactive 
security measures in place to eliminate cyber threats.

To make sure that all businesses have access to proactive security
operations, we have created Silverbug Guardian, a strategically
designed security service that proactively addresses cyber threats and
helps to build a robust IT strategy. Silverbug Guardian includes:

• Silverbug Guardian  - Managed Detection & Response (MDR)
• Silverbug Guardian  - Threat Vulnerability Management (TVM) 
• Silverbug Guardian  - Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM)
• Silverbug Guardian  - Advanced Endpoint & Server Protection

Silverbug Guardian gives your business a dedicated 
team of security experts working around the clock 
to provide unprecedented levels of protection.

Organisations everywhere are struggling to efficiently detect and  
respond to modern cyber threats. 

Many IT departments have deployed a handful of security tools in an 
attempt to address these issues, but the lack of 24x7 coverage,  
extensive security operations expertise, and a specialist security team 
means that threats may go unnoticed and linger in the environment for 
months.

Silverbug Guardian 
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record breach in the UK.
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214
average number of days to 
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77
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of security leaders believe 

that their organisations are 
falling short in addressing 

cyber risk.
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Silverbug Guardian - Managed 
Detection & Response (MDR)

Silverbug Guardian’s managed detection &  
response solution is the future of proactive, 
modern cyber security.

By using a centralised unit, our security experts 
have the tools to analyse, detect, prevent and 
investigate cyber-security threats and incidents.

MDR also serves as the foundation for  
containment and remediation, which is key to 
capturing new and advanced persistent threats.

To ensure that your business network is  
protected and providing the end-to-end security 
capabilities, our Managed Detection &  
Response offering can be tailored to your  
specific environment. This ensures that any 
guided remediation is aligned to your current IT 
set-up and is compliant to industry standards.

By utilising your current security tools and 
Silverbug’s resources, your business will be well 
on its way to having a successful security 
operation.

We will also ensure that your business receives 
broad visibility by providing detailed reporting 
on tickets, incidents and security score.
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24/7 Proactive Monitoring 
Proactively monitor and manage 
your entire security network,  
providing guided remediation,  
detailed reporting and ongoing  
strategic reviews. 

Compliance Management
Help safeguard your business data 
and prevent reputational damage by 
keeping  your organisation  
compliant with governed security 
standards such as ISO. 

Log Management
Automatically collect, analyse, and 
retain log data from existing  
networks, systems, and applications 
for a minimum of 90-days.

Security Incident &  
Event Monitoring (SIEM)
Utilise SIEM technology to detect  
vulnerabilities and threats across 
systems through a single, unified 
service and take action to mitigate 
the attack.

Detection & Response 
Endpoint intelligence and enhanced 
threat detection capabilities to view 
lateral threat movements, provide 
managed containment and  
proficient endpoint reporting.
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Silverbug Guardian - Threat Vulnerability Management (TVM)

Managing regular and new security threats has 
become one of the most critical challenges for 
businesses.

The complexity of identifying and managing security
risks within the environment can overwhelm IT
teams, resulting in missing fundamental information 
such as:
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By 2023, organisations that implement specific and measurable security awareness  
programmes will experience 75% fewer account takeover attacks than organisations that 

don’t.

Adopting a vulnerability management solution  
enables your business to continuously scan the  
network, endpoints, and cloud environments 24/7. 

Silverbug’s security team will work directly with you
to address these known challenges to discover
risks beyond vulnerabilities, benchmark your
current infrastructure and produce a risk
management process for remediation.

By understanding where your business is regularly

• Existing assets
• Health of current assets
• Vulnerabilities within systems 
• Misconfigures systems

Also, a high volume of vulnerabilities can generate 
too many alerts and the lack of context can result in 
vulnerabilities being difficult to remediate.

exposed, we will provide strategic recommendations 
to improve your overall security posture over time. 

24/7 Proactive Monitoring 

Risk Prioritisation

Actionable Reporting

Targeted Remediation

Strategic Recommendations
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Silverbug Guardian - Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM)

Silverbug Guardian’s Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) is an extension of our managed risk 
service, ensuring that misconfigurations in Azure and AWS are prevented.

Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) is the final step to a proactive cyber security strategy. It 
includes a continuous monitoring process designed to reduce a successful attack through the Cloud by 
utilising cloud configuration and compliance monitoring, DevOps integration incident response, risk 
assessment and risk evaluation.

By 2024, organisations 
implementing a Cloud security posture 

management (CSPM) and extending this 
into development will reduce cloud-

related security incidents due to 
misconfiguration by 80%.

Addressing the health of cloud environments is
a challenge that many organisations face.

Even with the proper security tools that
actively look for cyber threats, organisations
can still experience data loss because of cloud
misconfigurations.

51% of organizations that experienced cloud misconfiguration discovered  
resulting data loss.
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Silverbug Guardian - Advanced Endpoint & Server Protection

Stop Unknown Threats - Detect and block malware without the need for a signature.

Block Ransomware - Detect and block the malicious encryption processes used in ransomware attacks by 
utilising anti-ransomware capabilities. 

Prevent Exploits - Stops the exploit techniques that attackers rely on to compromise devices, steal  
credentials and distribute malware. 

Reduce the Attack Surface - Control which apps and devices can run in your environment, block malicious 
websites.

Synchronised Security - Automatically isolate compromised devices at the same time clean-up is  
performed. When the threat is neutralised, network access is returned - all without admin intervention.

Silverbug can offer industry leading advanced endpoint and server security solution, designed to reduce 
and prevent your organisation’s attack surface in a proactive manner.

Utilising a combination of today’s advanced technology and artificial intelligence, your organisation can 
stop a cyber attack before it can impact your systems.

Silverbug is always looking to expand our service offering to include the proactive measures that  
businesses today so desperately need. 
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